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Even before oil’s steep price drop in late 2014, oil and 
gas companies around the world were committed to 
profitability and growth targets that would have been 
difficult to achieve. Cost inflation had driven down mar-
gins per barrel, public companies had promised divi-
dend growth and share buybacks, and national oil com-
panies had made major commitments to fund their 
national budgets. 

Lower prices make this environment even more chal-
lenging, inducing oil and gas companies to follow a 
well–trodden path to cost–cutting. At the first sign of a 
downturn, most ask suppliers to lower rates, reduce day 
rates paid to short–term contractors, delay and defer 
projects, and slow down commitments and R&D pro-
grams. These measures are all well and good—and rela-
tively easy to implement—but more sustainable and 
thoughtful moves that tackle structural cost and pro-
ductivity are needed to reset the industry cost base. 

Companies may also consider cutting back or delaying 
activities around operational excellence (OE) programs, 
which address the inherent risks in oil and gas opera-
tions in a cost–effective and transparent way. But that 
would be a mistake. Now is not the time to draw back 
on efforts that will improve performance efficiency and 
reduce costs over the long term. 

Short–term cost cuts may deliver immediate relief, but 
the wrong cuts can threaten the balance of safety, reli-
ability and cost leadership that OE programs put in place. 
In previous downturns, companies that reduced costs 
by cutting corners on maintenance or by releasing valu-
able talent paid for it later. Industry–wide efforts to re-
duce costs often did as much harm as good—take, for 
example, those in the North Sea in the 1990s. As ex-
ecutives look for savings in the current low–price en-
vironment, they must take care not to throw the baby 
out with the bath water. 

Operational excellence remains more  
important than ever

Companies that have invested in excellence have raised 
performance efficiency and now are seeing the ben-
efits in leaner operations, lower costs and higher pro-

ductivity—all tremendously beneficial during a time of 
significant price weakness. (For more, see the Bain Brief 
“Integrated planning: The key to upstream operational 
excellence.”) Many have focused on building OE man-
agement systems to overcome deficiencies in their op-
erations or as a response to incidents; others, to build 
their reputation with stakeholders and to obtain some 
consistency in approach—which is particularly impor-
tant as less experienced workers take over from the re-
tiring wave of experts. (See the Bain Brief “What ‘good’ 
looks like: Creating an operational excellence manage-
ment system.”)

Operational excellence allows oil and gas 
leaders to confidently say and prove that 
they are running their assets safely, reliably, 
sustainably and cost–effectively.

Operational excellence allows oil and gas leaders to con-

fidently say and prove that they are running their assets 

safely, reliably, sustainably and cost–effectively. Our 

model scopes the effort in six areas: two that involve 

setting up management systems, two that focus on Re-

sults Delivery® and two that drive performance im-

provement (see Figure 1).

Decisions affecting results and performance are typi-

cally more effective in organizations that have clear prin-

ciples in place and that assign responsibility for deci-

sions to experienced managers on the front line (see 
Figure 2). This differs from the growing trend of or-

ganizations and regulatory bodies that anticipate every 

contingency using rules–based programs that dictate the 

decisions to make in certain situations. Several things 

hinder such rules–based organizations. Managers shift 

accountability to the central authority assigning rules. 

And experts at the asset level begin to restrict their own 

ability to make principle–based decisions as conditions 

dictate. Rules, of course, are a necessary part of indus-

try processes, essential to the safe and efficient opera-
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Clarity and
structure

Clarity and alignment: We have a compelling vision of operational excellence with specific and
measurable goals around which our leaders are aligned.
Roles and structure: We have clear OE roles and responsibilities and the right structure to effectively
drive and sustain operational excellence.

Processes
and practices

Process framework: We have a well-established operational excellence process framework that
clearly shows what good looks like.
Best demonstrated practices (BDP): Our ways of working in operations are based on industry BDPs
that explain clearly how to attain operational excellence.

Deployment
management

Sponsorship spine: We have fully aligned, effective and committed OE sponsorship from the top
to the bottom of the organization.

Critical capabilities: We developed appropriate capabilities across our organization to help
individuals achieve operational excellence.

Execution
discipline

Attitude to execution: We have a strong execution discipline based on nonnegotiable operational
excellence principles, which are followed at all levels.

Desired behaviors: We identified the critical behaviors to achieve operational excellence results
and how to reinforce them.

Performance
management

Targets and accountabilities: We have top-quartile aspirations and tangible OE targets, with clear
accountabilities at the individual level.
Continuous improvement: We have a strong culture of continuous improvement, supported by
tools and methods that help deliver operational excellence.

Results
focus

Decision effectiveness: We are very effective in making critical decisions that impact operational
excellence results.
Top-quartile results: We achieved and sustained top-quartile results in our key operational
performance metrics.

Source: Bain & Company

Management
systems

Results
Delivery®

Performance
improvement

tion of complex and expensive equipment, and espe-
cially important at the front line, where clear ways of 
working are essential. Many of these rules exist to im-
prove safety and compliance. But they can sometimes 
have the opposite effect if they prevent managers from 
responding to dynamic situations based on their expe-
rience and on the broader organization’s principles of 
accountability. Simple, straightforward and universal 
principles—for example, the notion that if you can’t do 
something safely, don’t do it—are an important com-
plement to the rules catalog. 

What separates the best from the rest? 

Too many companies focus most of their efforts on the 
first elements of an OE system. Successful companies, 
on the other hand, focus most of their efforts on im-
plementing the system, executing desired behaviors, 
linking investments in operational excellence to targets 
and outcomes, making effective decisions and improv-
ing continuously. The corporate center provides the 
management systems, while assets, the managers on 

site, are typically responsible for delivering results and 
improving performance. This is where the action is: It 
is where OE systems are customized for local needs 
and where safety, operational performance and cost per-
formance meet. 

Leaders focus on process and outcomes, balancing be-
tween the structure of an OE program and the results 
it achieves. Successful programs distribute effort across 
the system, deployment, compliance and results. The 
OE management system becomes the lifeblood of the 
organization, not a side corporate initiative. 

Transparency and accountability in cost and compliance 
are also key success factors for OE programs, particularly 
in a low–price environment. In many companies, in-
creased complexity has obscured financial lines, and 
often it is not clear what is getting charged to whom. 
As low oil prices squeeze margins, it remains more im-
portant than ever to identify who owns every dollar. Clear 
budget ownership and cost transparency allow effective 
monitoring, and the consequences of cost–cutting—or 
overspending—become apparent immediately. Increas-

Figure 1: A model for operational excellence focuses on six areas
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Behavioral
elements

Source: Bain & Company

Most companies are here

Operational excellence is here Frontline
results

Externally compelled by operational excellence rules Internally motivated by operational excellence principles

• Nonnegotiables are fully
 internalized
• Role modeling occurs
• Individuals focus on and
 reinforce the right behaviors
 and influence others
• Individuals help others solve
 problems (problem solver)
 to achieve frontline results
• Organizational pride

• Personal knowledge and
 commitment to nonnegotiables
• Right practices and habits
 are internalized
• If rules are unclear, 
 individuals use common
 sense to solve problems
 (proactive thinking)
• Personal values are important
• Individual recognition

• Emphasis on supervisory
 control 
• Individuals decide based
 on rules
• If rules are unclear,
 individuals escalate to
 supervisors (limited thinking)
• Management is committed
• Use of carrots and sticks

• Individuals decide based
 on rules
• If rules are unclear, no
 action is taken (no thinking)
• Frontline routines are
 based on compliance 
 with procedures
• Management has limited
 involvement

“Tell me what
I need to do”

“I follow procedures
because I have to”

“I follow principles 
because I want”

“I make sure others
also follow principles”

Stage 1: Reactive Stage 2: Controlled Stage 3: Autonomous Stage 4: Proactive

Focus on operational
excellence rules

Focus on operational
excellence supervision

Focus on operational
excellence commitment

Focus on principles
and engagement 

Figure 2: Frontline results can improve when organizations move beyond rules and supervision, and begin 
to focus on commitment and underlying principles

process, which enlists not only the OE experts but also 
management and the front line, can help companies 
define the right objectives and find appropriate solutions. 
Adaptation is vital as the industry adopts fit–for–purpose 
solutions for different operating environments, as in 
North America, where global companies are discovering 
that what is standard practice for deepwater is not nec-
essarily the best solution in an unconventional play in 
North Dakota or East Texas. Adopting experience–based 
and pragmatic adaptation is key, where applicable—and 
not merely as an excuse to ignore what headquarters 
has implemented elsewhere. 

In the implementation phase, some programs don’t 
connect with frontline workers, who must adopt new 
behaviors, shed old habits and really make a difference 
in the safety and performance of the organization. No 
program can hope to succeed without a successful roll-
out, which includes road shows that feature senior man-
agers explaining the rationale for the program to ensure 
buy–in from the front line. 

ing financial accountability often reduces costs by as 
much as 20%, without cutting essential programs or 
personnel. Transparency in compliance is also critical: 
Leading companies empower workers to observe and 
challenge one another in the interests of safety, compli-
ance and efficiency. Operational excellence in this area 
isn’t an option; it’s essential. 

Obstacles to excellence  

Some operational excellence programs fail to enlist 
sponsorship from the senior ranks, but successful OE 
programs are led and managed from the top. Industry 
leaders that have been implementing operational ex-
cellence for 10 or more years recognize the need to re-
invigorate commitment from senior executives to en-
courage the next wave of improvement. This way, pro- 
grams don’t slip down the organizational agenda and 
become delegated to middle–ranking managers.

In other cases, companies fail to adapt or modify generic 
OE programs to their specific situations. A cocreation 
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and managing hundreds of wells, operators simply may 
not have the coverage. Companies need creative ways 
to bring contractors on board and find incentives to im-
prove performance—particularly in a low–price envi-
ronment where operator and contractor need to work 
closely to deliver at costs the operator can bear and with 
margins that can sustain the contractor. 

Times are tough in the oil and gas industry, and low oil 
prices may endure for some time. Industry players will 
have to continue to plan and perform under great vol-
atility and uncertainty. (See the Bain Brief “What the 
recent oil price shock teaches about managing uncer-
tainty.”) Now is the time to hold the line with OE pro-
grams. Cost and productivity programs are part and par-
cel, not separate initiatives. Senior leaders must work 
to ensure the correct balance between operational ex-
cellence setup, Results Delivery (deployment and dis-
ciplined implementation) and continuous performance 
improvement. Only then can they sleep soundly at night 
and say with confidence, “Our assets are safe, reliable and 
cost–effective. We know it, and we can prove it.”

Onshore operations as a model for pragmatic 
application of operational excellence

Operational excellence doesn’t always require a massive 
and costly program. As operators around the world con-
sider ways to continue improving production while be-
coming more efficient, they can look to onshore opera-
tions in North America, where programs often emerge 
iteratively as something the culture adopts from the top 
to the front line. Onshore operators work with fast feed-
back loops: An improvement in one area (for example, a 
modified drilling procedure, a better understanding of 
the causes of downtime or a streamlined support pro-
cess) becomes applicable across the business. This rapid 
permeation of insights is a valuable way to boost perfor-
mance and is demonstrably more important than the 
central upfront thinking that went into the program’s 
design. Texas–based Pioneer Natural Resources attributes 
the success of its OE program, in part, to an acknowledg-
ment that one size does not fit all. It also credits a prag-
matic approach based on experience and adapting generic 
OE principles to specific situations in the operational ex-
cellence program it uses internally and with contractors.

Companies need creative ways to bring 
contractors on board and find incentives 
to improve performance—particularly in 
a low–price environment.

Since the industry depends heavily on contractors, the 
interface between the operator and the contractor be-
comes important for communicating the principles of 
operational excellence. In high–cost operations like 
deepwater, operators can justify placing a company rep-
resentative on a contractor’s team to ensure compliance 
with OE principles. However, in an onshore unconven-
tional environment where a contractor may be drilling 
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